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1 OBJECTIVE  

This document describes the methods that have been proposed, tested 

and evaluated road lanes markings detection. It also shows the process of 

developing algorithms and strategies for lane detection. 

 

2 INTRODUCTION 

Lane Departure Warning (LDW) is a feature of an advanced driver 

assistance systems (ADAS) that helps the driver to maintain the vehicle in the 

lane, giving a warning if the vehicle crosses lane markings unintentionally.  These 

systems are designed to minimize accidents by addressing the main causes of 

collisions: driver error, distractions, and drowsiness. An essential part of an 

advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) is the evaluation of image sequences 

recorded with a camera mounted in the vehicle windshield. An LDW system is 

represented in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1: A Lane Departure Warning system 

In the frame acquisition stage, we make the selection and reading a road 

video to be used to evaluate the algorithms and strategies for road lanes 

detection. 
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The Lane Detection subsystem consists of the following steps: image 

preprocessing, edge detection, line detection and line fitting (Figure 2). The aim 

of preprocessing is an improvement of the image to be used in the following steps 

of the system, such as remove the image noises. The edge detection is an image 

processing method for finding the boundaries of objects. It works by detecting 

discontinuities in brightness, for example, the edge detection may be used for 

boundary detection between the road lane markings and the asphalt by changes 

in intensity. However, the edge detection shows the boundaries of other objects, 

not only the edges of the lane road marks. The Line detection is a filtering step 

used for distinguishing the road lane markings edges from those of the other 

objects. In the Line Fitting steps, we set a road lane model to the detected edges 

of the road. 

 

 
Figure 2: Steps of the lane detection subsystem 

The Lane Tracking subsystem consists of the estimate and updates the 

parameters of a road model, i.e., lane changes, during vehicle motion using data 

video frames.   

The Departure Warning subsystem estimates the Time-to-Lane-Crossing 

(TLC) using vehicle data, such as yaw and speeds wheel and the position of the 

detected road lanes markings. 

 

3 METHODOLOGY 

MATLAB® is the tool chosen for the development of algorithms for image 

processing and computer vision. It is a high-level programming language that 

allows you to develop and test algorithms easily and quickly. The MATLAB 

functions developed for a specific area of knowledge or application are grouped 

under the same name, it is the concept of the toolbox. There are many toolboxes, 

such as Computer Vision System Toolbox, Image Acquisition Toolbox, Image 

Processing Toolbox and Control System Toolbox. The graphical programming 
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environment is the Simulink that is a block-diagram tool which allows the develop, 

simulate and analyze any feature needed for image and video processing 

integrated with the multi-domain systems, such as a vehicle system. 

Computer Vision System Toolbox™ is used for designing and simulating 

computer vision and video processing systems; which can perform feature 

detection, extraction, and matching; object detection and tracking; motion 

estimation; and video processing. This toolbox was essential to the development 

of the Lane Detection system. 

Initially, bibliographic reviews were made about Lane Detection systems 

to define the methods and strategies to be evaluated. With the evaluation of 

results new methods, strategies and tools were proposed, developed, 

implemented and tested to get better lane detection. If a computer vision method 

was nonexistent in MATLAB toolboxes, the scripts were searched on the internet 

or, if not found, developed by the team. Then, the Simulink block for this method 

was constructed. 

 

4 ALGORITHMS/STRATEGIES FOR LANE RECOGNITION 

4.1 LOADING SIGNALS IN MATLAB/SIMULINK 

Some Simulink developed algorithms need some signals to be executed. 

These signals, previously converted to the format described above, must be 

loaded in the workspace as shown in Figure 3. This can be done by dragging and 

dropping the files with the signals in the command window (Figure 3 -1), the 

command "load" will be used, then the signals will appear in the Workspace 

(Figure 3 - 2). 
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Figure 3: MATLAB main interface. 

To run a Simulink algorithm, the current folder must be changed to the 

algorithm’s folder, and after this, the desired file can be opened. As an example, 

Figure 4 shows the algorithm “Lane Detection Using Orientation of Image 

Gradient” that needs the “YawRate” signal available in the car’s CAN bus. 

 

 
Figure 4: Simulink main interface. 
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To load a signal necessary to run a Simulink algorithm is used a block 

called “From Workspace” available in the “Simulink Sinks” library, which can be 

dragged-and-dropped to the algorithm. Figure 5 shows the block configuration 

screen with a “YawRate” signal necessary to simulate the algorithm “Lane 

Detection Using Orientation of Image Gradient”. 

 
Figure 5: “From Workspace” block configuration 

4.2 LANE DETECTION USING ORIENTATION OF IMAGE GRADIENT 

In the project’s adopted terminology, lane detection methods are part of 

the pre-processing stage. The input of the process is a grayscale intensity image, 

and the output are a binary image. This document details the lane detection 

method based in the orientation of image gradient filtering strategy, relative to 

SAE technical paper manuscript 17AE-0338. 

Figure 6 presents the strategy for image pre-processing. The grayscale 

image is a 150x640 matrix, representing the previously defined ROI (Region of 

interest), please refer to parameter col_submatrix in [1]. 

 
Figure 6: Pre-processing strategy workflow. 
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Each task in the workflow is explained in the following sections. Figure 7 

shows the input sample used in this document. The highlighted area corresponds 

to the image ROI. 

 

 
Figure 7: Input sample for the strategy. 

The block Edge Detection from Simulink’s Computer Vision System 

Toolbox configured according to Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Edge Detection block parameters in Simulink. 

Its configuration results in high-detailed edge detection, as it can be seen 

in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9: Primary edge detector output. 

Once the road lanes have predictable directions (for a straight road, it 

was observed that the lane directions in the camera view are ±45º), it was 

proposed a technic for filtering the unnecessary information in the image. In this 

application, the only necessary information is the road lane markings. The vehicle 

network signal for yaw rate was used to correct filter’s orientations. 

The constants values used in the function are: 

 45 135 ;

_ 12;

_ 12;

_ 0.02;

theta

left range

right range

mag min
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Figure 10 shows the orientation of gradient filtering process, furthermore 

the developed Matlab Function script is available in the Appendix A. The 

extraction of gradient components is performed using a Sobel mask.  

 
Figure 10: Orientation of gradient filtering process. 

Figure 11 presents the output of this step in the process. 

 
Figure 11: Orientation of image gradient-based filtering output. 

Binary morphology operations of Dilation and Connected Components 

Analysis are used in this strategy, according to Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12: Binary morphology process. 

Dilation operation is applied to the output of the previous section filter, to 

expand and connect the nearest edges, which reduces the number of isolated 

points in the image and makes the connected components analysis more reliable. 
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Figure 13 shows the result of dilation with 4x3 structuring element, composed of 

“ones”. 

 
Figure 13: Binary morphology operation of image dilation. 

In the labeling, a 4-neighbors mask is used to probe the image, from 

bottom to top and left to right. The result is a matrix with each pixel of the image 

labeled according to its neighborhood connection. Our approach consists in 

analyzing the connected components histogram and extract the most significant 

labels, making explicit thus the nearest lanes.  

Figure 14 depicts the described approach. The constant values used in 

the function are: 

3;

8;

800;

2;

mode

nol

threshold

nt









 

 
Figure 14: Label selection algorithm. 

Figure 15 shows the output of this stage of the process. 
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Figure 15: Edges filtered with connected components analysis. 

The secondary Canny edge detector was used to reduce the number of 

white pixels in the image, reducing thus the computational efforts in the next 

process. Figure 16 depicts a typical output from the lane detection strategy.  

 
Figure 16: Output of the lane detection. 

 

 

4.3 ORIENTED GRADIENT WITH CANNY AND STEERABLE FILTER 

An algorithm for lane detection can have two basic approaches, pre-

processing stage, and the processing stage. This section details the operation of 

the Oriented Gradient with Canny and Steerable Filter Algorithm, which focuses 

on the pre-processing stage of the lane detection. The input is a grayscale image, 

and the output is a binary image.   

The Figure 17 detail the algorithm strategy for lane detection in the pre-

processing stage. Each step in the workflow will be explained in the following 

sections of this document. 

 
Figure 17: Algorithm strategy workflow. 
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The Image Crop steps crops the input image into the ROI (Region of 

Interest), which is considerably smaller, thus improving the algorithm 

performance. The ROI size was defined as 150x640 pixels. Figure 18 shows the 

full-size grayscale input image, and Figure 19 represents the ROI image. 

 
Figure 18: Grayscale input image 

 

 
Figure 19: Cropping output 

 

4.3.1 Steerable Filter 

Road lanes have a predictable angle. Given the camera position, this 

value is close to ±45°. This angle is used to highlight the pixels which have angles 
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near to this value, making lanes more visible, and easy to detect. Figure 20 

depicts the output of the block which contains the highlighted lanes. 

 
Figure 20: Steerable Filter output 

4.3.2 Canny Filter 

Once the lanes have been highlighted, the Canny Filter is used to detect 

the edges of the lanes. The Canny Filter is used here, because it is a more 

sensitive filter, generating a more detailed output, as can be seen in Figure 21. 

 
Figure 21: Canny Filter output 

4.3.3 Image Filter 

Although the Canny Filter provided an image with the edges of the lane, 

it still has much noise. This block contains a series of filters that try to eliminate 

as much noise as possible. Figure 22 illustrates the process, and filters used in 

this task. 

 
Figure 22: Image Filter Process 
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The vertical filter is a 3x3 matrix used to eliminate vertical lines. It uses 

as input the output of the canny filter, and the output is presented in Figure 23. 

 
Figure 23: Output of the vertical filter 

Figure 24 presents the output of the horizontal filter. It consists of a 3x3 

matrix used to eliminate horizontal lines. It uses as input the output of the vertical 

filter. 

 
Figure 24: Output of the horizontal filter 

Points filter is used to eliminate “single pixels”, pixels that are not 

connected to other in any direction. It also uses a 3x3 matrix as a mask for the 

filter. Figure 25 presents the output of the points filter, which is also the final output 

of this task. 

 
Figure 25: Points filter and final output of the stage 
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4.3.4 Oriented Gradient 

Since road lanes have a predictable angle of ±45°, a method to preserve 

only pixels that have this orientation was proposed. This method uses a Prewit 

mask to extract the gradient components of the image. With the gradient of the 

image, it is possible to eliminate pixels which do not have the correct angle 

needed to detect the lanes. Figure 26 depicts the output of the method, which as 

can be seen, highlighted the pixels which match the road lanes. 

 

 
Figure 26: Oriented Gradient output 

 

4.4 LINEAR ALGORITHM 

This section describes the functionality of the Linear Algorithm V1.0.3 and 

the illustration of the steps. 

The workflow of the linear algorithm is described in Figure 27. The 

processes consist of treatments of the image. 

 
Figure 27: General workflow 

The Coord_fcn Block is the main block of the algorithm (Figure 28), it 

performs the estimative of lines from the variable points_loop, verification of 
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integrity and validity of the estimative, externals and internal filters and control of 

Lane Departure Warning. The image from Coord_fcn is routed to Hough 

transform. The boundaries of the lane markers resemble straight lines and 

correspond to peak values in the Hough transform matrix. The Find Local Maxima 

block is used to determine the Polar coordinate location of the lane markers. The 

block Coord_maximum identifies the values of Theta and Rho to define the 

coordinates of lines in the block Hough Lines. In the first interaction, the initials 

conditions of the variables will not be active the functions in block Coord_fcn, in 

this case, the image in the input points_edge is the same of the output 

points_average that will be rout to the Hough Transform and other steps. The 

variable points stay with the initial value. 

The Coord_fcn block (Figure 28) is subdivided into: Coord_verify, 

Coord_left, Overwrite_left_ex, Overwrite_left_in, Coord_right, 

Overwrite_right_ex, Overwrite_right_in and Departure. 

 

 
Figure 28: Workflow of Coord_fcn block 
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Coord_verify: performs adjust of the variable points_loop and verify the 

values through verifications between the coordinates. Variable points_previous 

assumes the values of the last validated line. Each invalid line increases the value 

of the respective element of variable frames and points assume the values of the 

points_previous. 

Coord_left: performs the estimative of the equation of the line (Figure 29), 

with the coefficients a and b (ax+b=0), the variable x is the identification of the 

column and the angle from the horizontal base. 

 
Figure 29: Linear equation estimated 

Overwrite_left_ex: performs the cleaning of the left external part of the 

image (Figure 30) with the security range in the variable security_range_ex. 

 
Figure 30: Process in the function Overwrite_left_ex 

Overwrite_left_in: performs the cleaning of the left internal part of image 

(Figure 31) with the security ranges in the variables security_range_in, 

security_range_in_row, security_range_in_col. 
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Figure 31: Process in the function Overwrite_left_in 

Coord_right: performs the estimative of the equation of the line (Figure 

32), with the coefficients a and b (ax+b=0), the variable x is the identification of 

the column and the angle from the horizontal base. 

 
Figure 32: Linear equation estimated 

Overwrite_right_ex: performs the cleaning of the right external part of the 

image (Figure 33) with the security range in the variable security_range_ex. 

 
Figure 33: Process in the function Overwrite_right_ex 

Overwrite_right_in: performs the cleaning of the right internal part of 

image (Figure 34) with the security ranges in the variables security_range_in, 

security_range_in_row, security_range_in_col. 
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Figure 34: Process in the function Overwrite_right 

Departure performs the comparison of the angles extracted in the 

functions Coord_left and Coord_right, and define between the following states: 

Departure left, Neutral and Departure right.   

In the final of the process, the valid coordinates are available as an output 

of the block, and current binary frame filtered is routed for the Hough Transforms 

and other steps for identifying the new coordinates for the next cycle. The valid 

coordinates are showed in the original image together with the polygon that marks 

the area between the points and the departure state (Figure 35). 

 
Figure 35: Linear algorithm result 

The algorithm has excellent performance with straight roads and dotted 

lines however your performance is reduced in curves. It works with fewer points 

(fewer data samples), and that represents a vulnerability for the system. 
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4.5 PARABOLIC ALGORITHM 

The workflow of the parabolic algorithm is described in Figure 36. The 

processes consist of treatments of the image. 

 
Figure 36: General workflow 

. The Coord_fcn Block is the main block of the algorithm (Figure 37), it 

performs the estimative of lines from the variable points_loop, verification of 

integrity and validity of the estimative, externals and internal filters and control of 

Lane Departure Warning. The image from Coord_fcn is routed to Hough 

transform. The boundaries of the lane markers resemble straight lines and 

correspond to peak values in the Hough transform matrix. The Find Local Maxima 

block is used to determine the Polar coordinate location of the lane markers. The 

block Coord_maximum identifies the values of Theta and Rho to define the 

coordinates of lines in the block Hough Lines. 

In adaptation to a parabolic model was necessary the insertion of more 

two structures of points identification (Hough transform, Find Local Maxima, 

Coord_maximum and Hough Lines). The structures are a reserve for the entire 

image, superior part of image and inferior part of the image. So, the processes 

need to have in minimum three points in each line identified to active the parabolic 

method of line estimation. Otherwise, use the linear method of line estimation. 

In the first interaction, the initials conditions of the variables won’t be 

active the functions in block Coord_fcn, in this case, the image in the input 
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points_edge is the same of the output points_average that will be rout to the 

Hough Transform and other steps. The variable points stay with the initial value. 

The Coord_fcn block (Figure 37) is subdivided into: Coord_verify, 

Coord_left, Overwrite_left_ex, Overwrite_left_in, Coord_right, 

Overwrite_right_ex, Overwrite_right_in and Departure. 

 
Figure 37: Workflow of Coord_fcn block 

Coord_verify: performs adjust of the variable points_loop and verify the 

values thought verifications between the coordinates. Variable points_previous 

assumes the values of the last validated line. Each invalid line increases the value 

of the respective element of variable frames and points assume the values of the 

points_previous. 

Coord_left: performs the estimative of the equation of the line and the 

parable (Figure 38), with the coefficients a and b (linear model, ax+b=0), or with 

the coefficients a, b, and c (parabolic model, ax²+bx+c=0), the variable x is the 

identification of the column and the angle from the horizontal base. 
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Figure 38: Linear or parabolic equation estimated 

Overwrite_left_ex: performs the cleaning of the left external part of the 

image (Figure 03) with the security range in the variable security_range_ex. 

 
Figure 39: Process in the function Overwrite_left_ex 

Overwrite_left_in: performs the cleaning of the left internal part of image 

(Figure 40) with the security ranges in the variables security_range_in, 

security_range_in_row, security_range_in_col. 

 
Figure 40: Process in the function Overwrite_left_in 

Coord_right: performs the estimative of the equation of the line and the 

parable (Figure 41), with the coefficients a and b (linear model, ax+b=0), or with 

the coefficients a, b, and c (parabolic model, ax²+bx+c=0) the variable x is the 

identification of the column and the angle from the horizontal base. 
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Figure 41: Linear or parabolic equation estimated 

Overwrite_right_ex: performs the cleaning of the right external part of the 

image (Figure 42) with the security range in the variable security_range_ex. 

 
Figure 42: Process in the function Overwrite_right_ex 

Overwrite_right_in: performs the cleaning of the right internal part of 

image (Figure 43) with the security ranges in the variables security_range_in, 

security_range_in_row, security_range_in_col. 

 
Figure 43: Process in the function Overwrite_right 

Departure performs the comparison of the angles extracted in the 

functions Coord_left and Coord_right, and define between the following states: 

Departure left, Neutral and Departure right.   

The final of the process the valid coordinates are available as an output 

of the block, and current binary frame filtered is routed for the Hough Transforms 

and other steps for identifying the new coordinates for the next cycle.    
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The valid coordinates are showed in the original image together with the 

polygon that marks the area between the points and the departure state (Figure 

44). 

 
Figure 44: Parabolic algorithm result 

The algorithm did not have good performance. It works more with linear 

than the parabolic model (method of estimation lines with points), because in the 

most the middle points are invalid. 

 

4.6 RANSAC ALGORITHM 

The workflow of the Ransac algorithm is described in Figure 45. The 

processes consist of treatments of the image. 

 
Figure 45: General workflow 
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The buffer block (Figure 46) works with the RGB image and, if active, it 

is used to attenuate noises in the image.  

 
Figure 46: Block Buffer workflow 

The Coord_p and RANSAC_main_p are the main blocks of the algorithm, 

performs the estimative of lines from the binary image, verification of integrity and 

validity of the estimative, externals and internal filters, control of Lane Departure 

Warning and estimative of third lanes. 

The Coord_p block (Figure 47) is subdivided into: Coord_verify_p, 

Dynamic_crop, Overwrite_left_ex_p, Overwrite_left_in_p, Erase_left_lane_p, 

Overwrite_right_ex_p), Overwrite_right_in_p, Erase_right_lane_p and 

Departure_p. 
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Figure 47: Block Coord_p workflow 

Coord_verify_p performs the estimate of coordinates in recursive 

equations (main lanes and third lanes) and apply the verifications (Figure 48). 

Variable row_previous assumes the values of the last validated line. Each invalid 

line increases the value of the respective element of variable frames and row_est 

assumes the values of the row_previous. 
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Figure 48: Estimate points of the equation (green marks) 

Overwrite_left_ex_p: performs the cleaning of the left external part of 

image (Figure 49) with the security ranges in the variables 

security_range_ex_row and security_range_ex_col. 

 
Figure 49: Process in the function Overwrite_left_ex_p 

Overwrite_left_in_p: performs the cleaning of the left internal part of 

image (Figure 50) with the security ranges in the variables 

security_range_in_row, security_range_in_col and security_range_in_max. 

 
Figure 50: Process in the function Overwrite_left_in_p 

Erase_left_lane_p: performs the cleaning of the left internal and external 

part of image (Figure 51) with the security ranges in the variables 

erase_ex_range_row and erase_ex_range_in_row. 
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Figure 51: Process in the function Erase_left_lane_p 

Overwrite_right_ex_p: performs the cleaning of the right external part of 

image (Figure 52) with the security ranges in the variables 

security_range_ex_row and security_range_ex_col. 

 
Figure 52: Process in the function Overwrite_right_ex_p 

Overwrite_right_in_p: performs the cleaning of the right internal part of 

image (Figure 53) with the security ranges in the variables 

security_range_in_row, security_range_in_col and security_range_in_max. 

 
Figure 53: Process in the function Overwrite_right_in_p 

Erase_right_lane_p: performs the cleaning of the left internal and 

external part of image (Figure 54) with the security ranges in the variables 

erase_ex_range_row and erase_ex_range_in_row. 
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Figure 54: Process in the function Overwrite_right_in_p 

Departure performs the comparison of samples of coordinates extracted 

of the recursive functions define between the following states: Departure left, 

Neutral and Departure right.  

The final of the process the valid coordinates are available as an output 

of the block, and current binary frame filtered is routed for RANSAC code and 

other steps for identifying the new coordinates for the next cycle.  

The steps of RANSAC_main_p is explained in Figure 55. The best 

matches of parabolic lines with more points are calculated in the RANSAC code 

(Figure 56) and the coefficients of function are estimated. In the first interaction 

the initials conditions of the variables won’t active the functions in block Coord_p, 

in this case, the image in the input method_out is the same of the output 

points_average that will be rout to the RANSAC code. The variable coord_points 

and coord_points_p stays with the initial values. The lane tracking has the 

implementation of Kalman filter (Figure 57), that is active when the coordinates 

of the estimative of function is valid. 

 
Figure 55: RANSAC_main_p workflow 
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Figure 56: Lane detection and Lane Tracking 

 
Figure 57: Kalman filter 

The final of the process the valid coordinates are available as output of 

the block, and current binary frame filtered is routed for RANSAC code and other 

steps for identify the new coordinates for the next cycle. The valid coordinates 

are showed in the grayscale image together with the polygon that marks the area 

between the points and the departure state (Figure 58). 
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Figure 58: RANSAC algorithm result 

In this algorithm, the traceability of points and robustness of the 

processes was increased than the linear algorithm. The significant difference is 

the operation with the parabolic model. It works with the number of data samples 

that assure reliability to the algorithm. 

 

4.7 B-SNAKE RANSAC ALGORITHM 

The workflow of the B-Snake Ransac algorithm is described in Figure 59. 

The processes consist of treatments of the image. 

 

 
Figure 59: General workflow 

The sectioning workflow (Figure 60) is responsible for prepare the 

variables for the RANSAC_l. 
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Figure 60: Sectioning workflow 

The RANSAC_l workflow (Figure 61) is responsible for define the linear 

function of each section. 

 
Figure 61: RANSAC_l step workflow 
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The theta verification step workflow (Figure 62) is responsible for 

analyzing the functions of each section and determine which variable the section 

(binary image) will be allocated; pos_main_left, pos_main-right, 

pos_main_third_left, pos_main_third_right.  

 

 
Figure 62: Theta verification step workflow 

The RANSAC_p workflow (Figure 63) is responsible for define the 

parabolic function of each lane, allocated in the variables pos_main_left (left 

lane), pos_main-right (right lane), pos_main_third_left (third left lane), 

pos_main_third_right (third right lane). 
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Figure 63: RANSAC_p step workflow 
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The valid coordinates are showed in the grayscale image together with 

the polygon that marks the area between the points and the departure state 

(Figure 64). Each lane has your classification about lane type, color type and the 

color that are displayed. All this information is dependent on the coordinates of 

the lanes obtained through of the RANSAC. 

 
Figure 64: Algorithm result 

 

4.8 IPM B-SNAKE RANSAC ALGORITHM 

The workflow of the IPM B-Snake Ransac algorithm is described in 

Figure 65. The processes consist of treatments of the image. 
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Figure 65: General workflow 

The image input consists of a video RGB. The Colorspace conversion 

step performs the conversions of the RGB image in intensity and YCbCr images.  

The weather step (Figure 66) performs the analysis of the specified 

region of the intensity image. The diagram block is showed in Figure 67. 

 

 
Figure 66: Weather step workflow 

 
Figure 67: Weather diagram block 

 

The IPM transform step performs the 2D transform showed in Figure 68.  
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Figure 68: IPM transform step 

The buffer block when active works with the intensity image. The block 

process is shown in Figure 69. The diagram blocks of this process are shown in 

Figure 70. The buffer is used to attenuate noises in the image. 

 
Figure 69: Buffer step workflow 

 
Figure 70: Buffer diagram block 

The steps of Coord_p (Attachment 03) are explained in Figure 71. The 

diagram blocks of this process are shown in Figure 72.   
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Figure 71: Buffer diagram block 
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Figure 72: Buffer diagram block 

The function Overwrite_left_ex_p mentioned in Figure 07 is explained in 

Figure 73. 
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Figure 73: Overwrite_left_ex_p function 

The function Overwrite_left_in_p (Attachment 05) mentioned in Figure 

71is explained in Figure 74. 

 

 
Figure 74: Overwrite_left_in_p function 

The function Erase_left_lane_p mentioned in Figure 71 is explained in. 

Figure 75 

 
Figure 75: Erase_left_lane_p 
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The function Overwrite_right_ex_p (Attachment 07) mentioned in Figure 

71 is explained in Figure 76. 

 

 
Figure 76: Overwrite_right_ex_p function 

The function Overwrite_right_in_p (Attachment 08) mentioned in Figure 

71 is explained in Figure 77. 

 

 
Figure 77: Overwrite_right_in_p function 

The function Erase_right_lane_p (Attachment 09) mentioned in Figure 71 

is explained in Figure 78. 
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Figure 78: Erase_right_lane_p function 

The function Departure mentioned in Figure 71 performs the comparison 

of samples of coordinates extracted from the recursive functions define between 

the following states: Departure left, Neutral and Departure right. 

The function lane_type mentioned in Figure 71 is explained in section 4.5 

Lane Type and Color Type Algorithm. 

The step B-Snake RANSAC mentioned in Figure 71 is explained in 

section 4.4 B-Snake RANSAC Algorithm 

The IPM inverse transform step performs the 2D transform (Figure 79) in 

the points of the lanes allocated in the variables coord_points and 

coord_points_p.  

 

 
Figure 79: IPM inverse transform step 
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The valid coordinates are showed in the grayscale image together with 

the polygon that marks the area between the points and the departure state 

(Figure 80). Each lane has your classification about lane type, color type and the 

color that are displayed. All this information is dependent on the coordinates of 

the lanes obtained through of the RANSAC codes. 

 

 
Figure 80: Algorithm result 

 

4.9 LANE TRACKING STRATEGY BASED ON SPLINE INTERPOLATION 

The information extracted in the edge detection stage of the algorithm [1] 

is used as input to the lane tracking stage. B-Snake’s algorithm strategy [2] was 

the basis for the strategy presented in this report. Up to the time of publishing this 

document, the developed algorithm requires final adjustments. 

Figure 81 presents the workflow for the applied image processing 

algorithm. The input of the algorithm is a 150x640 binary matrix, representing the 

edges previously extracted from the road. 
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Figure 81: Image processing algorithm workflow. 

The ROI Division was based in [1]. It was divided into four sections with 

a height of 50, 40, 30 and 30 lines, from bottom to top of the used area, according 

to Figure 82. 

 
Figure 82: ROI division into four sections. 

To detect line segments in each section of the ROI, it was necessary to 

apply the Hough Transform, so that the four coordinates most likely to represent 

the lane edges. Figure 83 shows the coordinates extraction from Hough 

transform. 

 
Figure 83: Hough transform coordinates extraction. 

The following procedure executes the extraction of the points that best 

represent the lanes. For the first section: 

1. Calculate the intern angle between the bottom and top points; 

2. Verify if the angles fit minimum and maximum limits; 
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3. Verify the horizontal distance from the first column of the image to 

the bottom point (25 and 65); 

4. Select the valid points with greater intern angle, case none of the 

points is validated, the previous iterations points are maintained 

for 20 frames. 

For the sections 2, 3 and 4 the third step is substituted by an intersection 

angle variation comparison. The intersection angle threshold was experimentally 

defined as 10°. 

Section 4 has a fifth step responsible for disabling the visual 

representation of the lane tracking in its area, due to the perspective effect. 

Because a slight deviation in some pixels could mean a large distance in meters.  

The selection of the shape preserving spline interpolation function was 

due to its ability to fit in the lane format smoothly, unlike the default spline function. 

Figure 84 shows the steps to implement the interpolation function. 

 
Figure 84: Interpolation function. 

Future Development: 

 Filtering strategy between the Points Selection and 

Interpolation steps to avoid abrupt changes in the tracked lane; 

 Use vehicle turn light signals to disable the visual representation 

of the lane tracking. 

 

4.10 HOUGH TRANSFORM SPLINE ALGORITHM V1.0.3 

This section details the developed strategy for lane tracking based on the 

application of Hough Transform (HT) algorithm to extract line segments in each 

division of the ROI (Region of Interest). Spline interpolation was chosen to 

achieve a better fitting to road lane format.  

Figure 85 depicts the location of this strategy in the general scope of the 

project. It uses the pre-processing of [3] and the features described in [4,5]. 
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Figure 85: Pre-processing strategy workflow. 

In short, we divide ROI into four sections and then, by applying HT, we 

extract four-line segments per section on the left and right lanes. It passes 

through a selection step, in which the inner edges of the lane are prioritized about 

the outer edges. The selected points are the control points of a spline 

interpolation which is used in the visual representation of the lane tracking. 

Figure 86 illustrates the linear interpolation between the points of the four 

most relevant pairs of coordinates detected in the HT accumulator matrix. 

 
Figure 86: Division of ROI sections and detected coordinates. 

The analysis of a high number of coordinates pairs increases algorithm 

robustness in the following scenarios: 

 If the most voted pairs of coordinates are inappropriate, due to a 

non-effective feature extraction; 

 To standardize the algorithm output. As an example, when it is 

necessary to track only the intern part of the lane markings. 

Coordinates Selection 
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The following steps presents, the line selection in the lower section (Figure 
86, item 1): 

1. Calculate the absolute value of the intern angle formed by the 

lower and upper points of the section; 

2. Check if the angles fit within the minimum and maximum 

orientation limits; 

3. Check if the horizontal distance from the lower point of the line fits 

within the specified range; 

4. Select the valid points referring to the line with the greater internal 

angle, if there are no valid points keep those from the previous 

iteration through n  iterations. 

In summary, besides discarding invalid coordinates, the process favors 

the selection of the line with the largest internal angle, which represents the inner 

edge of the lane marking, as shown in Figure 87. In this way, the system 

prioritizes the tracing of the edges closest to the vehicle. 

 
Figure 87: Comparison between the inner and outer angles of the lane edges. 

For sections 2, 3 and 4 of the image, the coordinate selection process is 

similar. However, we replace the third step by checking the variation in the 

orientation of the line concerning the coordinates selected in the previous section. 

If the difference between the angle of the same lane in the analyzed section and 

the preceding section is greater than the proposed threshold, the coordinate 

under analysis is invalidated. 

At the end of the process, the selected points shall be located according 

to Figure 88. 
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Figure 88: Output from the coordinate selection process. 

We designed a moving average filter to smooth the transition between 

the tracking points in different iterations of the algorithm, thus minimizing the 

effect of transient noise or false detections. 

 

4.10.1 Spline Interpolation 

To provide algorithm’s visual output, it is necessary to apply an 

interpolation function between the selected points. To define the adopted 

interpolation technique, we performed the analysis of linear interpolation, cubic 

spline and cubic spline with shape preservation. The basis for evaluation is a 

sigmoidal function since it presents a similar behavior to that observed in the 

highway scenarios. Gaussian white noise with a signal to noise ratio of 25 was 

added to the original sample signal to simulate the interferences to which the 

process is subjected in the application environment. Figure 89 shows the 

obtained results. 
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Figure 89: Analysis of interpolation functions behavior. 

A set of signals are superimposed on (a), the original sigmoidal signal, 

the noisy sigmoidal signal, five samples collected from the noisy signal and the 

results of the interpolation functions. The interpolations were performed adopting 

the five samples as control points. (b) Shows the instantaneous values and the 

general mean square error of the interpolation result in comparison to the original 

signal. The lowest error rate and, therefore, the most satisfactory result for this 

analysis was obtained with the shape preserving cubic spline interpolation. 

Figure 90 shows the interpolation of the selected points as the conclusion 

of lane tracking process. As expected it is possible to note that due to the point 

verification and selection steps the tracing occurs on the inner edge of the lanes. 

 
Figure 90: Output of the algorithm. 
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4.10.2 Distance Coverage Levels 

In this version, the algorithm has three coverage levels. Figure 91 shows 

a comparison between them. The first covers the ROI entirely, as depicted in (a). 

The second reduces a part of the lane, the left marking in (b). The third only 

shows the tracking on the near field, as depicted in (b) for the right marking.  

 
Figure 91: Comparative between coverage levels. 

4.10.3 Conditions to Disable Visual Marking 

The visual markings can be disabled in the following conditions: 

 Case, the driver, wittingly indicates its intention to change the lane 

path, by activating the turn light indication; 

 If by applying the Hough transform, it is not possible to extract valid 

points by a certain number of iterations, the system shall no longer 

display lane tracking until a consecutive sequence of iterations 

with valid coordinates. 

4.10.4 Algorithm’s Block Diagram 

In this section, we detail the Simulink block diagram developed to deploy 

the discussed strategy. 

Figure 92 depicts the inputs used in the algorithm. The input pts_avg is 

related to the pre-processing stage output. The ‘from’ blocks top, mid, bot1 and 

bot are the results from Hough Transforms algorithm, each one propagates a 

vector containing points related to four-line segments extracted from the left lane 

and four from the right lane. The light turn activation status signals are read from 

the vehicle network (CAN bus). The block en_turn receives 1 if none of the turn 
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lights are activated, if one or both of the light turn are activated the en_turn 

receives the 0 value, the positive-going transition is delayed by 3 seconds which 

avoids the transitory period to be visually shown to the user.  

 

 
Figure 92: Inputs from the algorithm. 

The blocks from Figure 93 depict the coordinates selection, verification, 

and interpolation in the algorithm. The scp block receives the coordinates 

extracted from HT, selects the valid points and propagates them to the Spline 

Interpolation block by the left and right output. Before reaching the Spline 

Interpolation block, the left and right coordinates pass through a Moving Average 

to smooth the changes between the processed frames, which makes the 

algorithm’s response more pleasant to the user. The outputs en_botl and 

en_botr change to 0 and completely disable the visual representation of the 
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algorithm, case it is not possible to track a lane by a certain number of frames. 

The outputs disable_l and disable_r have two levels of distance coverage 

reduction case the image far-field tracking results in invalid points. 

 
Figure 93: Selection, verification, and interpolation of the selected points. 

The block diagram in Figure 94 illustrates the process of adapting the left 

and right vectors according to enl, enr, disl and disr values. When we disable 

a lane marking the vector is filled with ‘zeros’, case we partially disable a lane 

marking the last valid coordinates are repeated to fill the vector, avoiding 

problems due to fixed, variable length. 
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Figure 94: Lane marking points for coverage distance reduction. 

Figure 95 shows the output from the strategy the ybot are the near-field 

coordinates without the visual processing, coord_points are the adaption of left 

and right points to be compatible with other features of the system. 

 
Figure 95: Output of the algorithm. 
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4.11 HOUGH TRANSFORM SPLINE ALGORITHM V1.0.7 

This report details the developed strategy for lane tracking based on the 

application of Hough Transform (HT) algorithm to extract line segments in each 

division of the ROI (Region of Interest).  

 

4.11.1 Contextualization 

Figure 96 depicts the location of this strategy in the general scope of the 

project. The pre-processing was altered, where the mathematical morphology 

steps were updated regarding the structuring element used, and the phase where 

it was applied in the pre-processing step. It was applied a custom structuring 

element, that is defined based on the lane angle estimation, which will be 

described in the next section. 

 
Figure 96: Pre-processing strategy workflow. 

4.11.2 Lane Angle Estimation 

The lane angles were estimated based on a polynomial cubic function, 

which was calculated based on the analysis of the variation of the yaw rate and 

lane angle. This analysis was made based on samples of the road trips, where it 

was manually marked the lane internal angle (left and right lane) of each frame 

of different samples. It was used six segmented errors samples, totalizing 55 

frames of different curves. Based on these, it was estimated the coefficients of 

the polynomial function, using interpolation between the angle values and yaw 

rates of the left and right lanes (Matlab polyfit function).  

For left lane, the coefficients are: 

 X3: -0,00708422463842831; 

 X2: -0,0192667870690464 ; 
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 X: 1,41469038129627; 

 b: 38,6164117497416; 

For right lane, the coefficients are: 

 X3: -0,00921607644563821; 

 X2: -0,0243596813167340; 

 X: 2,12707009345689; 

 b: 135,949456441644; 

With this, varying the X value based on the current yaw rate, it is possible 

to calculate the internal lane angles. 

 

4.11.3 Mathematical Morphology 

In image processing and computer vision, the mathematical morphology 

is used to extract and identify image geometry structure based on in its properties 

like shape and form. The mathematical morphology can be applied in some areas 

of the processing and image analysis like segmentation, edge detection and 

other. It is a branch of image processing that has been successfully used to 

provide tools for representing, describing, and analyzing shapes in images.The 

main morphological operators are dilatation and erosion. The basic principles of 

the mathematical morphology consist in to extract information related to geometry 

and topology of the unknown sets of an image from the structuring element [4]. 

 

4.11.4 Structuring Element  

The Structuring element (SE) is a set completely defined and known by 

the computer in shape and size which is compared from a transformation to the 

unknown sets of the image. It is a rectangular array of pixels containing the values 

either 1 or 0 like a small binary image. Figure 97 shows two figures of Structuring 

Elements: the black dot corresponds to their origin (reference point), the gray 

squares represent 1 (true), and the white squares represent 0 (false). Although a 

structuring element can have any shape, its implementation requires that it should 
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be converted to a rectangular array. For each array, the shaded squares 

correspond to the members of the SE, whereas the empty squares are used for 

padding, only [3]. 

 
Figure 97: Examples of structuring elements: (a) square; (b) cross. 

4.11.5 Dynamic Definition of Structuring Element  

Using the angle of the lanes is possible to define the model of the 

structuring element. The structure is the difference between the elements with 

the different sizes elements to the same angle. In the left element has the size 5 

and the right has the size 4, both with the angle 70 degrees. With the definition 

of the angles intervals with the same structure is possible to implement this 

technique in the code. 

 

Figure 98: Dynamic Definition. 

4.11.6 Orientation of Image Gradient-based on Lane Angle Estimation 

The gradient-orientation block assumes that the lanes have a predictable 

angle. Upon receiving the magnitude and direction of the image gradient, you can 

select pixels that are within a predetermined range for the detection of the range. 

The magnitude of the gradient is calculated through the Sobel filter, which 

generates two outputs, the Gradient in X (Gx), and the Gradient in Y (Gy). With 

Size 5 angle 70 degrees  Size 4 angle 70 degrees 

       

0 0 1  0 0 1 

0 0 1  0 1 0 

0 1 0  1 0 0 

1 0 0     

1 0 0     
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the magnitude of the image gradient, calculation of the gradient direction using 

the formula. Figure 99 depicts the output of the Sobel filter.  

 
Figure 99: Gradient outputs of Sobel Filter 

With the direction and magnitude of the image gradient, it is possible to 

determine which pixels have the desired angle, so the estimated angle of the lane 

is required. In this case, the method developed in 3 was used, which uses yaw 

rate signals and a cubic function to estimate the lane angle. Since the calculation 

does not generate the exact angle of the range, an interval is defined in which 

pixels with an angle smaller or larger than the estimated are preserved. In 

addition to having the angle within the defined range, the pixel must also have a 

minimum magnitude, that is, it must have a considerable intensity to be 

considered as a range. Otherwise, it may be just a noise having the same angle 

of the range. 

 

4.11.7 Labels Strategy 

The label strategy is performed to define which components have the 

highest number of connected pixels. The greater the connection between pixels, 

the greater the chance of this component is a range. Situations may occur where 

one of the lanes has a better condition than the other, in which case the 
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components with the highest number of connected pixels will happen in there. 

When selecting a fixed number of components in the entire image, situations like 

the one described above may result in only one of the tracks being found. 

By dividing the image for the left and right range detection, you can 

decrease the number of globally connected components, before they were 28, 

and now there are 4 in each half. Also, the problem of one track is better than 

another attenuated most of the time. 

 

4.11.8 Conclusions 

The optimizations in the pre-processing phase improved the overall 

results regarding the application of the Hough Transform Spline Algorithm. The 

angle estimation was consistent enough for the addressed scenarios. To improve 

this algorithm, in future steps more samples may be used to generate a more 

accurate polynomial function.  

 

4.12 LANE TYPE AND COLOR TYPE ALGORITHM 

The workflow of the algorithm is described in Figure 100. 

 
Figure 100: General workflow 

The accumulator workflow is explained in Figure 101. The accumulator 

step is responsible for acquiring signals from the frame YCbCr. 
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Figure 101: Accumulator step workflow 

The identifier workflow is explained in Figure 102. The identifier step is 

responsible for analyzing the features of the current frame. 

 
Figure 102: Identifier step workflow 
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The selection step workflow is explained in Figure 103. The selection step 

is responsible for setting the lane type and color type through the buffers allocated 

in the variable lane_type_out.  

 

 
Figure 103: Selection step workflow 
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The visual lane color step workflow is explained in Figure 104. The visual 

lane color step is responsible for setting the color that lane will be displayed 

through the variable row_v (consistency of the lane) and the color of the lane in 

the current frame.  

 

 
Figure 104: Visual lane color step workflow 

The valid coordinates are showed in the grayscale image together with 

the polygon that marks the area between the points and the departure state 

(Figure 105). Each lane has your classification about lane type, color type and 

the color that are displayed. 

 
Figure 105: Lane and color type algorithm result 
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4.13 LANE DEPARTURE WARNING ALGORITHM 

The process of LDW consists of extract the internal angle values of the 

lanes. Perform the comparison the values with a threshold. If the left angle is 

greater than threshold enables the left departure warning. If the right angle is 

greater than threshold enables the right departure warning. If both angles are 

greater than the threshold, none of the warnings is enabling, because of there a 

possibility of error with the lane tracking step of the algorithm. 

To guarantee the robustness of the warning the analysis area is the near 

perspective with less variance of the lane tracking (Figure 106). 

 
Figure 106: Left angles values 

 
Figure 107: Right angles values 

With normal operation when the left angle increases the right-angle 

decrease, and when left angle decreases the right-angle increase. When either 

increase or decrease more than variances of measurements, probably there an 

error in the lane tracking. The common threshold defined was 60°, but that can 

be calibrated for other algorithms or situations. 

When the driver enables right or left turn indicator the verification of the 

angles is disabled. 
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The valid coordinates are showed in the grayscale (Figure 108) with the 

departure state. Each lane has your classification about lane type, color type and 

the color that are displayed.  

 

 
Figure 108: Algorithm result 
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